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Abstract—Voting is part of one’s fundamental rights in a 

democratic country. It devises a new modern approach which 

can replace the traditional mechanical voting system with 

biometrics. The main objective is to design a biometric voting 

machine that uses an individual’s finger print as the medium 

of identification. It aims to remove the traditional use of 

documents or voter ID at polling booth during elections. The 

project reduces the time-consuming process and it also 

introduces more security. The results of the elections will be 

published at the end of the day. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a casting a ballot framework the arbitrary natives choose an 

applicant local law who speaks to them and works for them 

for their welfare. On the off chance that a wrong applicant is 

chosen, it conveys a calamity to the country. In creating 

nations like India, the method for race is Electronic Voting 

Machine based framework which is particularly tedious and, 

in some cases, especially risky.  

 

This framework there is in every case some hazard to choose 

the wrong competitor. EVM framework likewise needs 

security. Thinking about these issues, in this undertaking, 

another arrangement of casting a ballot is proposed dependent 

on biometrically empowered casting a ballot machine. The 

element of this framework is biometric security which will be 

acknowledged by the fingerprints of the voters. In casting a 

ballot framework, the framework ought to be anything but 

difficult to validate and check, it additionally ought to have 

high exactness rate and dependability.  

 

The framework additionally must be savvy and exceptional. 

The votes are additionally determined and are refreshed to a 

database, we can likewise utilize this information to bring 

more understanding and the outcomes will be distributed 

inside multi day. There are in every case a few dangers in 

online framework. In this writing, the proposed framework 

will recognize every voter by their unique mark with 

assistance of unique finger impression scanner (FPS). It can 

identify on the off chance that somebody is an enlisted voter 

or not and it will deny in the event that somebody attempts to 

make a second choice. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed framework depends on our customary 

electronic casting a ballot machine. This framework can 

recognize every voter by coordinating unique mark. At 

whatever point the voter put his unique mark, it will coordinate 

the selected finger impression from the database. In view of the 

data gotten by the database, the framework will choose 

whether individual is selected or not. In the event that a 

specific voter isn't enrolled voter or attempts to make more 

than one choice, framework will distinguish him and will 

confine from casting a ballot. 

In any case, if neither one of the cases is material for a 

voter, it will enable the voter to make the choice. Besides, 

much the same as some other electronic casting a ballot 

machines, the gadget will tally votes in favor of every 

applicant. It is additionally ready to demonstrate the outcome, 

toward the day's end when the casting a ballot is finished. This 

is leeway that it won't require excessively time to distribute 

who has won the decision. It has high exactness rate in the 

event of both distinguishing voter and tallying cast a ballot. We 

can enthusiastic refresh the tallying of votes into an online 

server database. Another preferred standpoint of the framework 

is, it is both on the web and disconnected framework. 

Therefore, the information can't be hacked. The flowchart of 

the framework is given underneath. 

 

III. Controller Unit 

The controller unit of the whole design is Raspberry Pi which 

is an open source microcontroller. The board is based on 

ARM 7. The board is combined with Analog, Digital and 

Pulse width modulation type signals. For voting pin purpose, 

the analog pins were used as digital means. The code can be 

downloaded in Python library files 

 

 

IV. Fingerprint Scanner Module 

The Fingerprint scanner module utilized for this venture is GT 

511C3 from ADH-Tech. The gadget can catch unique mark, 

spare it, control it, coordinate finger impression with the 

database. It has on board 32-bit CPU which acknowledges 

code. In this undertaking, it is interfaced with Raspberry. The 
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module has 4 outer wires, two of them which speak with the 

Raspberry. Other two wires are biasing voltage and ground. 

The unique mark scanner module's getting pin can't deal with 

more than 3.3 volts. That is the reason a voltage divider circuit 

was utilized so the unique mark scanner can get around 3.3 

volts. Different wires were specifically associated. The setup 

comprises of the unique finger impression sensor module 

which will take the fingerprints from the voters. It additionally 

comprises of a LCD show to direct the voters to effectively 

cast the votes. It likewise appears if a voter is enrolled or not. 

It has 3 pushbuttons for offering votes to various applicant and 

other one is for demonstrating the outcome 

 

V. Software 

For controlling the controller unit, which is Raspberry PI R3 

with ARM 7 microcontroller, the product from Raspberry 

designer is utilized. The Raspberry board can be customized 

with this product. PI was chosen from ToolsBoard menu 

and ARM 7 was chosen for microcontroller. If there should 

arise an occurrence of controlling the unique mark scanner a 

library document was utilized made and created by Josh 

Hawley. The header record from this library was utilized to 

interface the scanner with Raspberry and for controlling it. 

The language utilized in the header record is python.  

 

The server side uses,PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor (or 

essentially PHP) is a universally useful programming 

language initially intended for web improvement. The PHP 

initially represented Personal Home Page, however it 

presently represents the recursive initialism PHP: Hypertext 

Pre-processor.  

 

PHP code might be executed with a direction line interface 

(CLI), inserted into HTML code, or it very well may be 

utilized in blend with different web format frameworks, web 

content administration frameworks, and web systems. PHP 

code is generally prepared by a PHP translator actualized as a 

module in a web server or as a Common Gateway Interface 

(CGI) executable. The web server consolidates the aftereffects 

of the translated and executed PHP code, which might be any 

kind of information, including pictures, with the produced site 

page. PHP can be utilized for some, programming 

undertakings outside of the web setting, for example, 

independent graphical applications and automated automaton 

control.  

 

XAMPP is a free and open-source cross-stage web server 

arrangement stack bundle created by Apache Friends, 

comprising fundamentally of the Apache HTTP Server, 

MariaDB database, and mediators for contents written in the 

PHP and Perl programming dialects. Since most genuine web 

server organizations utilize indistinguishable segments from 

XAMPP, it makes progressing from a neighbourhood test 

server to a live server conceivable. 

 

VI. Hardware 

The framework comprises of microcontroller, control supply, 

input/yield and show. Every unit was planned independently. 

The microcontroller chose was Raspberry Pi. The choice 

relies upon the framework necessities. The Raspberry Pi has 

40 pins which are sufficient for all associations with other 

equipment. It additionally has sufficient memory and 

highlights for this framework improvement. It has enough 

specialized help and prominence for inserted framework 

advancement. Biometric Finger Print sensor where chosen to 

interface with the microcontroller utilizing USART 

separately. Contact Screen LCD was chosen to encourage 

simple casting a ballot 

 

VII. Result 

Before continuing to the equipment usage part, the recreation 

of the entire framework was finished by programming. After 

effective recreation, the equipment framework was fabricated. 

The setup comprises of the unique finger impression sensor 

module which will take the fingerprints from the voters. It 

likewise comprises of an LCD show to control the voters to 

effectively cast the votes. It additionally appears if a voter is 

enlisted or not. It has 3 pushbuttons for  

 

offering votes to various competitor and other one is for 

demonstrating the outcome. The machines welcome with a 

welcome message and the machine is currently prepared to go. 

It is presently ready to check voters and tally cast a ballot. 

Second state is prepared to check a finger. At this express, the 

machine looks for the finger and if a finger is put on the 

scanner, it can distinguish it. It demonstrates when an 

approved voter, which implies that, if an individual's unique 

finger impression matches with the database and if the 

particular voter did not make a choice beforehand, the 

machine will the machine will indicate welcome message to 

the voter and instruct him to make the choice. At the point 

when voter makes the choice, the machine will request the 

affirmation, now, the voter has the opportunity to change the 

past vote on the off chance that he needs or they can continue 

with the past vote. After a fruitful vote throwing, the machine 

will demonstrate an affirmation message in the screen. In the 

event that a voter, who already made choice, again endeavours 

to make choice. The machine will deny and will say that the 

individual has as of now made choice. at the point when the 

outcome catch is squeezed, the machine will show on LCD 

screen, what number of votes goes for which group. It is fit for 

appearing like and it can likewise compute who the champ is. 

It can likewise say that if the outcome is a draw or not. In the 

event that, nobody went to the casting a ballot, it will 

demonstrate that nobody cast a ballot. 

VIII. Conclusion 

To make the casting a ballot arrangement of India quicker and 

increasingly secure, an endeavor has been taken with the goal 

that the casting a ballot framework can be satisfactory to all 

sort of resident of the country. The security was the primary 
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worry of the entire task. Greater security has been added 

contrasted with normal electronic casting a ballot machine by 

including the unique finger impression highlight so that there 

can't be any sort of duping. By utilizing this framework, the 

national casting a ballot framework will be progressively 

secure, quicker, simple to utilize and increasingly prudent. 

The framework likewise devours low power and the gadget is 

anything but difficult to convey. The all-out expense of one 

machine would be not exactly BDT 5500. In single word, the 

framework will make casting a ballot framework increasingly 

dependable and progressively secure. It is superior to anything 

customary tally paper framework. In a nation like India where 

government is endeavoring to get innovations each case to 

make the nation increasingly created, casting a ballot 

framework is an exceptionally decent spotto apply new 

innovation like this, by which the everyday citizens will 

choose their right. 
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